Abstract: In almost the last decade, rattan industrial cluster in Cirebon Region that has been known as the biggest rattan industrial cluster in Indonesia deals with so many problems such as decreasing number of raw materials supply and low price of the product. To overcome these problems, based on the theoretical perspective (Schmitz, 1990, Van Djik and Sverrisson, 2003), identification of the linkages pattern of the industrial activity would be important as the preliminary analysis to help the cluster. Therefore, this article shows the existing profile of the linkages pattern in the rattan industrial cluster in Cirebon. The horizontal linkages tend to develop as the infrequent intensity and reclusive cooperation between firms. On results, the quality of cooperation between firms and subcontractors within cluster are superficial. Moreover, there is no equal position among related players (exporters, suppliers, and buyers). In conclusion, for building a better self sufficiency of the rattan industrial cluster, all related players should increase the quality of linkages by developing long-term and mutual linkages in every activity in the cluster.
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